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ChemSoc, Kirori Mal College organized an event to celebrate Teacher’s Day on 5th September, 

2021 to show their gratitude towards their teachers. Arihant Yadav, Vice President of ChemSoc 

commenced the event by welcoming the teachers and the attendees. Suhani Gupta from 2nd 

year student of Chemistry (H.) was the host for the event. She invited Prof. Vibha Singh Chauhan, 

Principal of Kirori Mal College to address the gathering. Prof. Chauhan emphasized the role of 

teachers in our society and called the student teacher bond to be symbiotic, where both contribute 

to each other’s growth. She additionally talked about our former President, Dr. Sarvepalli 

Radhakrishnan, and how he mixed scholarship with simplicity. He was a great scholar of 

Philosophy, and a bridge between Indian and Western scholars. Next, Dr. Palash Jyoti Das, 

Teacher-in-charge  spoke about how rewarding his 12 years of teaching career has been. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

Ram Sunil Kumar Lalji, Convener of ChemSoc thanked our Principal for her warm words and 

extended delightful welcome to all the participants. The first performer of the event was Mridul 

Shyam, a second-year chemistry (H.) student who delivered a musical performance. Further a 



video compilation of students expressing their gratitude was presented. Additionally, a light 

hearted skit was then performed by the second-year students displaying their emotions upon 

seeing the notification of University of Delhi regarding reopening of colleges, which was later 

deferred. 

Towards the end, Ram Sunil Kumar Lalji invited the faculty members of the Department to talk 

about their teaching experience, memories, and their messages for the students. The organizers 

of the event were congratulated by all the faculty members and the Principal for their efforts, 

performance, and the smooth functioning of the event. It was indeed a joyful event for everyone. 

Yousuf Khan, President of ChemSoc thanked the teachers for their support and guidance. 

 

 

 

 

The students from the audience were also asked to share their experiences with the teachers. 

The event was attended by 119 participants, including teachers. The excitement and the affection 

of students for their teachers was evident throughout the event. Ram Sunil Kumar Lalji spoke a 

few lines to encourage the students to upscale their skills and stressed upon the importance of 

visualization in Chemistry. The event then ended with a group snapshot showing the happy faces 

of the students and the faculty. 
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Link for the Video of Entire Event:  

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1LN92kW-dNM6ni1-wI7Omdawcygp3ae5Z/view?usp=sharing 

 

Link for the Skit: 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1EwMZvbBkiCYvIVnonVi-IM-rhydbzk-m/view?usp=sharing 

 

 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1LN92kW-dNM6ni1-wI7Omdawcygp3ae5Z/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1EwMZvbBkiCYvIVnonVi-IM-rhydbzk-m/view?usp=sharing


 

 

 

 

 

 


